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Abstract

Bilingual transthr dictionaries are an important resource for query
translation in cross-language text retrieval. However, term translation is
not an isomorphic process, so dictionary-based systems must address the
problem of ambiguity in language translation. In this paper, we claim that
boolea~l conjunction (the AND operator) provides siml)le and automatic
disambiguation in the target language. We derive a new weighted boolean
model based on a probabilistic formulation a~l(l apply it to the cross-
language text retriewd prol)lem. The results suggest that the weighted
boolean model is highly effective for general text retrieval, but more ex-
perimental evidence is need to conclude that it is particularly advanta-
geous for cross-language application. Nonetheless, the preliminary results
are quite promising.

1 Introduction

With the ongoing development of multilingual information retrieval systems,
researchers are be(:oming in(:reasing interested in the problem of (:ross-language
information retriewfl (CLIR), which has been defined as taking a query in one
language and retrieving relewmt documents in other bmguages. This problem is
considerably more complex than traditional information retrieval because some

method for query or do(:ument translation nmst be developed betbre one (:an
use traditional IR term matching and document ranking algorithms. Many
approaches have been proposed and tested, including using such resources as
bilingual dictionaries, thesauri, corpora, and/or machine translation systems.
This p~q)er reviews sonm of the recent theoreti(:al research into using these
strategies for cross-language retrieval, a study of which reveals that a lot of
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progress has been made on the query translation l~roblem. However, determining
the best way to deal with ambiguity in query translation remains one of the most
important research issues.

In our previous work, we have shown that dictiom~ry-based query translation,
where each term or phrase in the query is replaced by a list of all of its possible
translations, represents an acceptable first pass at cross-language information
retriewfl [13]. This approach takes advantage of the fact that modern IR systems
are sufficiently robust that the important concepts in the query still tend to
dominate, despite the presence of spurious translation equivalents. However, we
have only dodged the ambiguity problem, not resolved it, and for a significant
fraction of the queries, this approach is not acceptable. In our current work,
we examine whether the use of structured queries can help to reduce ambiguity
and lead to better performance in cross-language infbrmation retrie~fl.

The boolean model provides a natural method for reducing the impact of spu-
rious translations by enforcing conjunctive relationships between query terms.
As a query language based on strict boolean constraints has other drawbacks,
we develop and explore the potential of a weighted boolean model, where doc-
uments are scored according to how well they satisfy the boolean constraints
using a probabilistic weighting scheme. We begin by reviewing recent research
progress in CLIR and discussing the advantages mid disadwmtages of the ap-
proaches which have been tested. We motivate and develop a new weighted
boolean model, and conclude by presenting some results which measure the
effectiveness of the model and its suitability for cross-language text retrieval.

2 Background: Cross-Language Text Retrieval

Cross-language text retriewtl has long been studied in the f’ramework of con-
trolled vocabulary systems. Early research [25, 21] demonstrated that cross-
language systems can perform on par with monolingu~d systems given a carefiflly
(i.e. manually) constructed bilingual thesmlrus. However, controlled vocabulary
systems are less than ideal for modern text retrieval for a number of reasons.
The size and dynamic nature of modern information sources (such as the World
Wide Web) makes manual document indexing and thesmlrus construction a dif-
ficult task. See Oard’s 1996 survey paper [18] for ml extensive review of the
history of research in cross-language text retriewtl. In this section, we focus on
recent research, concentrating on the material presented at the recent SIGIR
’96 workshop on cross-language text retriewfl [9]. There ~u’e three basic types
of resources for query translation: dictionaries (or thesauri), monolingual and
nmltilingu~d corpora, and user input. Different cross-language IR systems use
various combinations of these resources.
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2.1 Corpus Based Systems

Corpus-based systems use paraUel and or comi)arable (:orpora for query transla-
tion. In a parallel (:orlms, tile same documents exist in the source language and
in one or more translations. In a (:oml);wable corl)us, the relationship between
documents is less (:lear, and several different definitions have emerged in recent
research. Sheridan [26, 9] uses a very strict definition: (’omparable documents
are al)out the s;une event and written at the same time, each in a different
language. Yamabana [9] uses the term to describe documents from the same

domain (e.g. politics, medi(:ine) while Peters [20, 9] requires o~fly that they 
related by genre and style of di(:tion. Clearly, ;m do(:unmnts become less and less
comp,u’able, using them for CLIR becomes more and more difficult. For con-
venien(:e, we assume that (:omparable (:orI)ora are not parallel in the following
discussions;

Dumais, Landauer, and Littman at Belh:ore [14, 9] and O;u’d at the Univer-
ity of Maryland [17, 9] have used a matrix reduction te(:hnique called Latent
Semantic Indexing (LSI) to extra(:t language indel)endent term and document
representations fi’om a parallel (:orpus. Essentialy, LSI ~q)I)lies a singular wtlue
decomposition to the large, sparse term-do(:ument (:oo(:(:urren(:e matrix (includ-
ing terms fi’om all parallel versions of the do(:ument) and extra(:ts a subset 
the singular vectors to form a new vector space. Belh:ore has demonstrated that
using this te(:hnique, a do(:ument in one language will retrieve its mate in the
other l;mguage first 98-99% of the time. If a shorter pseudo-query is (:onstructed
using only five important words fi’om the do(:ument, performan(:e drops to 55-
60%, but the equivalent do(:ument can still be found in the top ten 92-93% of
the time. While these results paint an encouraging pi(:ture of the ability of the
LSI rei)resentation to (:tq)ture meaning a(:ross languages, it is still unclear 
well LSI would I)erform in domains outside that of the parallel training (:orl)uS.
Unfortunately, l)arallel (:orpora are not (:ommon in general language, tending
rather to be restri(:ted to specialized domains.

Sheridan et al. at ETH Zurich [26, 9] have (:reared a referen(:e (:orI)uS 
’cross-language information retrieval by aligning news stories in German and
Italian by topi(: label and date and merging theln to (:reate pseudo-parallel do(:u-
nmnts. German queries are then translated into Italian by using these combined
do(:uments for query exp~msion in (:onjun(:tion with a word similarity thesaurus.
The similarity thesaurus te(:hnique is similar to LSI in that terms are related to
one another I)y their distribution across do(:unmnts, but it performs no dimen-
sionality redu(:tion of the term-do(:mnent matrix. The Italian terms fl’om the
expanded query (:an I)e dire(:tly (:omI)ared to Italian do(:uments. This te(:hnique

has been ewdmtted for infi)rmation retrieval, and it turns out to t)e about half
as effe(:tive ~m monolingual text retriewtl (in terms of average pre(:ision). 
LSI, this te(:hnique may also have a domain dependen(:e problem.
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2.2 Dictionary Based Syst;ems

Dictionary-based systems p~rfbrm query translation by looking up component
terms and phrases in a bilingual dictionary and forming a target language query
by concatenating some or all of the translations. R~tdwan and Fluhr [23] have
constructed a cross-langu~tge text retriewfl system known as SPIRIT which uses
a ranked boolean retrieval system in conjunction with bilingual term, compound,
and idiom dictionaries fbr query translation and document retriewfl. Their goal
was to compare dictionary-based translation to nmchine translation, and they
found that their dictionary-based cross-language system is 75-80% as effective
as monolingual retriemtl while machine translation of the query is only 60-65%
as effective. It is important to realize that they created a domain dependent
terminology dictionary and perfi)rmed extensive manual editing to achieve this
level of performmlce. However, the machine transbttion system also used special
topical dictionaries, so their test represent a fair comparison.

In previous research work at RXRC, we constructed a dictionary-based cross-
language system using much the same model as Radwml and Fluhr [13]. We
compared an automatic word-based translation model to one with manual cor-
rection of the dictionary and to one with a comprehensive multi-word terminol-
ogy dictionary. The baseline model is about 60% as effective ~s monolingual
retrie~tl, and this improves to 65-70% with manu~tl correction of the dictio-
nary then to 90% with the addition of multi-word terminology. However, we
constructed the terminology dictionary specially for these experiments, so this
represents ml ideal or upimr-bound I)erformance figure. Note that these percent-
ages are based on a high precision lneasllre and so are not directly comparable
to others presented in this section, which use precision averaged at fixed recall.
~lrthermore, we discovered that roughly 20% of the queries ;u’e significantly
penalized due to mnbiguity introduced in query translation. This is the most
significmat theoretical problem with dictionary-based models which has led to
the development of hybrid systems. Dictiomu’y-based systems also have a cov-
.erage problem, which led the researchers above to resort to manu~d techniques
for dictionary cleaning and terminology generation.

2.3 Hybrid Systems

Hybrid systems use a combimttion of dictionaries, corpora, and user interaction
for query translation. Peters and Picchi at CNR Pis~t [20, 9] have looked into
methods to automatically generate translation equiwtlents using comparable
corpora. Each source langu~tge term is described by a profile of all those words
that cooccur within a fixed window. The same process is also used for terms in
the t~u’get language. Each source language profile is then trmlslated into n target
language profile lining a bilingual dictionary, and the profiles for target hmguage
terms which are most similar ~tl’e identified. The top ranked t~u’get language
terms are treated ;u~ transbttion equivalents Ibr the source hmguage term. CNR
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presents some examples of this process, but no extensive performance testing
has yet been completed.

Yamabana et al. at NEC [7, 9] have built an English/Japanese nmltilingual
retriewtl system which uses a bilingual dictionary, comparable corpora, user
interaction, and machine translation. For terms in the dictionary .with more
than one transl~¢tion equiwtlent, the best equiwtlent for a particular domain
is selected using ~ method based on statistical cooccurrence over comparable
corporm E~¢:h source language term is matched to the most similar term in the
same language. The t~u’get language equiwtlents of this pair are. then compared
and the ones with highest statistical cooccurrem:e fl’equency are selected as
being appropriate in the selected domain. In experiments using newspaper
texts, NEC find that this method is 75-85% ~tccurate. While quite impressive for
comparable corpora, this performance level is not high enough to always produce
good results in information retriewtl. Therefore, the NEC system also has an
interactive user interface which allows the searcher to select the most appropriate
translation equiwtlent using term definitions in his or her own language. Finally,
the retrieved docmnents m’e passed through a machine translation system before
being presented to the user.

Ballesteros and Croft at the University of Massachusetts [1, 9] have built a
cross-language IR sytem that attacks the mnbiguity prol)lem by using extensive
query expansion. Their hypothesis is that additional terms which ~u’e related to
the primary concepts in the query are likely to be relevant and that by adding
these terms to the query, the impact of incorrect equiwtlents generated during
the translation process can be reduced. Query expansion is performed using
an automatic feedback technique to select new terms which occur frequently in
conjunction with query terms. This expansion can by conducted either I)efoi’e (in
the source language) or after (in the target language) query translation. Pre-
translation feedback is conducted on an indeI)erldent source language corpus,
while post-translation feedback uses the corpus being se;u’ched. UMass finds
that the best apl)rott¢:h is to use a combination of pre- and post-translation
feedback. The cross-language perf’ormmlee ranges initially between 40-50% of
the monolingu~fl level and increases to 60-65% after query expansion.

Davis ;tt New Mexico State University [5, 9] also begins with dictionary-
based query translation mid has developed two strategies that perform direct
disambiguation to select the best translation equiwtlent. His system applies a
part of speech tagger to the query, which allows the system to select only those
equiwtlents from the dictiomu’y which have the same part of sImech. It then
measures the similarity each source language query term and the remaining
equiwtlents to aligned sentences in a p~u’allel corpus. Dis,tmbiguation is per-
formed by selecting the equivalent whose sentence ranking is most similar to
the source language term. Rmlkings can be compared across languages because
the sentences ~u’e aligned. The (:ross-1;ulguage perfornlance rises fl’om 40-50% for
the initial translation to 70-75% after ar~plying both disambiguation strategies.
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2.4 Summary

It is difficult to compare the experimental results above becmlse they ~re based
on different test corpora and different ewduation measures. However, it seems
fair to conclude that a simple dictionary-based cross-language system is about
half as effective as its monolingual counterpart (on average, w~riation on indi-
vidual queries can be substantial). Performance cml be significantly improved
by adding careflflly constructed terminology dictionaries and corpus-based re-
sources, but thereis still an important g~p between the best of these systems and
the monolingual standard. The benefits of including corpus-derived resources
are not surprising, because dictionaries and corpora can be thought of as coin-
plementary resources. Dictionaries provide broad and shallow coverage while
corpora tend to provide narrow (domain-specific) but deep (more terminology)
coverage of the language.

Researchers have produced ml impressive arI’~ky of different techniques to
take adv~mtage of the we~flth of m~tei’ial in bilingual corpora. However, many
of these methods will suffer when the domains of the training corpora and
the search corpora are not sufficiently related. The notable exception is post-
translation query expansion (applied by UMass) where the search corpus itself
is used for expansion. O~rd [19] suggests another important corpus-based tech-
nique that has not yet been explored, deriving translation probability vectors.
This approach is epitomized by the work of Brown et al. [2] at IBM who align
a parallel corpus on the word and phrase level using sophisticated models from
information theory. The aligned corpus can then be used to extract probability
estimates for term translation. While this technique will also suffer fl’om the
domain-relevance prol~lem, it is ~ powerful ~tpproach for weighting translation
equivalents which does not require full disambiguation.

It is striking (but not surprising) how few research systems incorpor~.te user
interaction into the query translation process. Most systems (with the excep-
tion of NEC) are focusing on automatic query transb~tion and so do not try
to lever~ge off the searcher. The experiments presented in this paper are no
exception. The problem is that it is extremely difficult to quantify the impact
of a searcher’s interactive participation in the query construction problem and
to make sure that it does not interact with other experimental w~riables. User
studies of this kind are time-consuming and resource intensive. It is especially
tricky to account for se~i’cller influence in a multilingual setting because the
searcher’s foreign language knowledge is likely to widely wtriable, yet it nmst be
careflflly accounted for. Issues concerning the user interface have been explored
by Pollitt [22] ~md this represents an impoi’tmlt are~ tbr flltuI’e rese~rch.
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3 Mo£ivating and Building the Model

Previous research has demonstrated that ambiguity is a key problem in dictionary-
based translation. There is another, more subtle issue which has not yet been
addressed. Some terms have only one translation while others have many trans-
lations. The latter terms will have higher weight in the target language query
than fornmr, solely because of this property, which is magnified when many of
the translations are synonyms and/or tend to coo(:cur together. Unfortunately,
important content-baring terms generally have only a few translations, so this
effect is exactly the opposite of what is desired. It is unclear whether this trans-
lation weighting problem has any impact on performance but we hope to answer
that question in our information retriewfl experiments.

Our goal is to simultaneously address the ambiguity and the translation
weighting prol)lem by taking adwmtage of the structure in a boolean query.
Boolean disjunction (the OR operator) is a natural way to link together many
translation equiwtlents without dramatically increasing the weight of the under-
lying concept. Therefore, our weighted boolean CLIR system connects transla-
tion equiwflents of the santo term with the OR operator. Boolean conjunction
(the AND operator) is likely to be an effective strategy for disambiguation if one
believes the following hypothesis: "The correct translation equivalents of two or
more query terms are much more likely to occur together in target language doc-
unmnts than in conjunction with any incorrect translation equivalents." One
can think of incorrect translations as (relatively) random noise added to the
query. The chance that medimn to low fi’equency noise terms (derived fl’om
different source language words) will occur together regularly is remote.

The weighted boolean model has a nmnber of adwmtages when compared
to the techniques in the previous section. The search corpus itself is being used
for disambiguation, so domain relewm(:e is guaranteed. No additional refer-
ence corpora are required. User knowledge is incorporated inherently into the
disambiguation process via query construction without requiring a subsequent
feedback step (as proposed by NEC). There is no need to arbitrarily select 
single best translation equiwflent. Often the bilingual dictionary contains many
synonyms, and the weighted boolean model allows one to take flfll advantage
of this natural query expansion effect without the risk of ~kssigning too much
importance to the translated term. It remains to test whether the weighted
boolean model is effective in retriew~l experiments.

The strict boolean model has a mnnber of known weaknesses: (1) no ranking
of the retrieved set, (2) no concept of term importance, and (3) no control
over the size of the retrieved set. These problems have been addressed by a
number of extended boolean models which replace the strict logical expressions
of the traditional model with fl~zzy nmtching flmctions. Fox [8] and Lee [15]
present nice surveys of the range of potential models. Modern systems have also
worked on incorporating term proxinfity information into the weight flmctions
[4] and with adding I)oolean operators to a probabilistic model in the context
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of a Bayesian Inferem:e Network [27]. When properly implemented, weighted
boolean models can perform as well as the best vector processing models [10].
Their one key disadvantage is that searchers must spend more time and energy
on careful query construction.

None of the extended boolean models described in the literature are entirely
satisfactory for our purposes, so we have decided to develop new boolean weight
functions for our cross-language experiments based on probabilistic principles.
We use a much-simplified version of a completely general boolean model, follow-
ing the model adopted by He~u’st [11]. The query input format consists of a series
of windows, one per line. Each window is considered a concept and all terms
entered in that window are coml)ined using an OR operator. The user has the
option to designate the importance of each concept (ranging fl’om not inq)ortant
to mandatory), whi(:h is translated by the system into a concept weight, and
the concepts are then coml)ined using a weighted AND operator. The model is
based on the following siml)le probabilistic relations. Given independent events
A and B:

P(A AND B) -- P(An B) = P(A) ¯ 

P(A OR B) = P(AU B) = 1 - (1 P(A)) * (1- P(B))

Given the term independen(’e assumption, we can generalize these principles to
construct a l)rol)al)ilistic indexing I)oolean model. ti be aterm and dbe a
document, then:

It

p(tl AND... AND t,,Id ) = ~I P(tild)
i=l

n

p(ti OR... OR t,,Id ) = 1 - rI(1 -p(tild))
i----1

The model has been fiu’ther generalized to include a user-specified concept im-
portance scale that ranges between 1 and 3 (1 = not important, 2 -- important,
3 = mandatory). This additional information is incorporated into the evalua-
tion of the query, giving the users additional fle×ibility in cpmry construction.
The detailed nmthemati(:al formulation of the general model is given in [12],
which should soon be available.

This approach also requires a strategy for estimating p(tild), the probability
that term ti is associated with document d. One could attempt to estimate
p(ti[d) directly using a 2-Poisson or negative binomial model. However, these
models are extremely expensive to (’ompute on the scale recplired in information
retrie~ral, so we instead fall back on the approximation to the 2-Poisson Model
developed by Robertson and Walker and known as BM25 [24] which has proven
to be highly effective in information retrieval exi)eriments:

P,(k+l)*tf
do(:. weight 

K + tf
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len N - n
K = k * (1 - b) + b * av-~-.l.len’ P = log(--~, 

where tfis the term frequency, len is the do(:ument length, avg.len is the average
document length, P is the probabilistic term inq)ortance weight, and (k, b) 
model paranmters. These weights are filrther noI’malized to lie between 0 and
1. We recognize that this does not produce realisti(: prol)ability estimates. The
goal here is only to find a reasonable strategy to s(:ore and rank documents with
respect to a boolean query.

4 Experimental Testing of the Model

We adoI)t the following exi)erimental fi’amework. Start with queries and doc-
uments in a single language. Convert the queries to another language using
human translators and send both sets of queries to the CLIR system. Fi’om
these exl)eriments, one (:an determine the relative performance of cross-language
IR compared to an ideal st~mdard (monolingual retrieval), both overall and 
a query by query basis. The I)er-query comparisons are indispensible for per-
forming a failure analysis of the cross-language component of the system. Our
experiments are based on the TREC El Norte collection, a set of Mexican news-
paper articles written in Spanish. The collection comes with 50 topics and a
large number of relewm(:e judgements, although we only use the TREC-4 topics
(numbers 26-50) in our experiments. We also take advantage of English trans-
lations of the topics generously provided by Davis and Dunning of NMSU in
their TREC-4 paper [6]. The El Norte collection consists of about 200 MB of
text, roughly 58,000 documents.

Our experiments use an extensively modified verison of the SMART infor-
mation retrieval system [3]. It is been uI)dated to index 8-bit characters and
the stemming algorithms have I)een reI)la(’ed by the Xerox Spanish morpholog-
ical analysis tools, which ~fllow us to analyze the text and replace each term
with its inflectional root. The SMART indexing flmctions are used ba~sically
unchanged, but the retriewd flmctions have been completely rewritten in order
to implement the weighted boolean model. We also generate an extensive list
of l)hrases which consist of adjacent non-stopword I)~firs, at least one of which 
a noun (as determined I)y our Spanish part of speech tagger). Both the inflec-
tional stemming and phrase generation are done ~m a preprocessing step prior
to applying SMART to index the documents.

We have designed the following experiment to test the I)erforman(:e of the
weighted boolean model for (:ross-language information retriewfl. Boolean struc-
tured queries are constru(:ted fbr the Spanish and English versions of the topics
(in parallel by the author). The English queries ;u’e translated into Spanish us-
ing an on-line English-Si)anish dictionary fl’orn Oxford University Press that has
been spe(:ially modified for the text retrieval problem. Essentially, this involves
the removal of all extraneous material fl’om the dictionary entries except for
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Spanish: La fi~bricaci6n en M6xico de joyas de plata y oro.
English: Silver and gold jeweh’y manufacturing in Mexico.
Spanish Boolean:

2 M~,xico mexicmlo
2 joya joyas
1 fabricaci6n fabrit:ar manufacturar
3 oro plata

English Boolean:
2 Mexico Mexican
2 jewelry
1 nmnufacture manufacturing
3 gold silver

Retranslated Spanish Boolean:
2 m~,xico nmxi(:ano mfijico meji(:ano
2 joya joyas alh~kja
1 fal)ricaci6n manufactura fabricar manufacturar manufacturero fabril
3 oro plata cuberter~a platear azogar blanquear

Table 1: Natural language and structured versions of query Q50.

the direct translations of each term. Unfortunately, the dictionm’y entries still
contained some noise (and missing terms) due to the imperfect nature of the
mltomatic cleaning process. We were concerned that interaction between dictio-
nary errors and the models might seriously influence the experimental results,
so we decided to clean up the translated queries. This was done manually by the
mlthor (not a Spanish speaker) with help from the 3rd edition Collins English-
Spanish Dictionary. Unrelated terms were discm’ded and missing terms added,
but no disambiguation was performed during the manual cleaning step. This
means that the experiments presented here reflect ideal operating conditions
which cmmot currently be duplicated in our working CLIR system.

4.1 A Sample Query

One sample topic is presented in all its forms in Table 1. We quickly note that
the word "silver" is translated by both its noun and its verb forms. While we
would like to perform part-of-speech disambiguation using our Spanish POS-
tagger (as suggested by Davis [5]), it requires natural language text and cannot
be applied to a structured query. This represents a key disadwmtage of the
weighted boolean model. One possible solution is to allow for manual disam-
biguation during the query construction process, although that option is not
explored in our experiments. The English queries took at most a few minutes
each to construct, while the Spanish queries took somewhat longer (due to the
mlthor’s lack of Spanish expertise). This means that there may well be errors
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in the Spanish query formulations. The mlthor used a bilingual dictionary to
help with Spanish query construction (the same one used to manually clean the
automatic translations), which could well be a more significant methodological
problem. This may mema that the original and translated Spanish queries have
more words in (:ommon than should happen in practice. However, this should
not bias the results in f~vor of either of the two retrieval models.

4.2 Experimental Design, Results, and Analysis

In this experiment, we wish to test the claim that the weighted boolean model
should perform proportionally better than the vector space model for cross-
language information retriewfl. It is import~mt to limit the influence of external
confounding factors, which suggests the following experimental design. Conduct
four experimental runs as ibllows:

(1) Weighted Boolean model on original SI)anish queries

(2) Weighted Boolean model on translated Spanish queries

(3) Vector Space model on original Spanish queries

(4) Vector Space model on translated Spmlish queries

The key question is what to use for the vector space query. If we use the original
natur~fl language fornmlation, this gives a strong adwmtage to the boolean sys-
tem, since its queries are manuMly constru(’ted. Therefbre, we decided instead
to remove the structure from the boolean queries (e.g. treat them as a bag of
words) for the runs using the vector model. However the (’on(:ept weights 
retained and applied to the vector model term weights in a direct multiplica-
tive fashion. Therefore, runs (1)/(3) and (2)/(4) use exactly the same 
terms and should be directly (:omparable based on the merits of the underlying
models, l~trthermore, the same term weighting scheme (BM25, as previously
described) is used for both models.

One (’an view the results of these experiments as a 25x2x2 3-way table (query
by model by translation). There are three effects of interest which (:an 
measured fl’om this design: model effect, translation effect, and the model-
translation interaction. All of these effects are important and interesting to
measure, but it is the signific~mce of the model-translation interaction (i.e. test-
ing whether (1)-(2) << (3)-(4)) which is necessary to verif:y our hypothesis. 
that we choose to model the queries ~s rando’m effects, meaning that they are
a random sample fl’om ;m underlying population over which we have no control
and therefore should only be considered as a random source of w~riation. This
decision makes a differen(:e for the statisticM analysis of the results.

Finally, we nmst select an evaluation measure which is appropriate to the
task. As described in our l)revious work [13], we believe that a high precision
measure should be used for the cross-language adho(: search task. In general,
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users of the system should not be expected to read, evaluate, or translate large
numbers of documents in a foreign language. Another argument fox’ high preci-
sion is that monolingual relewmce feedback is likely to be much more effective
than the original search fornmlation once one or more relevant documents have
been found. Therefore, we choose to use precision averaged at 5, 10, 15, and
20 documents retrieved as the primary evaluation measure. However, in order
to make our results roughly comparable to other work on the same collection,
we also use uninterpolated average precision at the top 1000 documents, the
traditional TREC ewfluation measure.

Boolean Vector average
monolingual 0.304/0.568 0.272/0.514 0.288/0.541

cross-language 0.281/0.541 0.202/0.415 0.242/0.478
average 0.292/0.554 0.237/0.464 0.265/0.509

boolean: 0.554-0.464 = 0.090
cross-lmlguage: 0.478-0.541 = -0.063

interaction: (0.541-0.415)-(0.568-0.514) = 0.072

Table 2: Average/high precision 2 by 2 score table averaged over 25 queries.

The average performance figures are presented in table 2. The results seem
very promising as both the boolean effect and the interaction term are relatively
large and positive, indicating that the boolean structm’ed queries produce better
performance, especially for the cross hmguage problem. The effect of searching
across languages is relatively small conq)ared to what one nfight expect. There
are two factors which probal)ly account for this result: manual cleaning of the
dictionary and the fact that the author used the same dictionary for cleaning
and to help him generate the Spanish language queries. However, these results
need to be wflidated with statistical testing. We I)erform an Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) on the 3-way table using a nfixed model with two fixed effects (wtb 
weighted boolean, clir -- cross-language) and one r;mdom effect (qry = query),
as shown in Table 3.

For details on the ~malysis of mixed models, the reader is referred to Lind-
man [16]. Unfortmmtely, the only effect which looks likely to be significant is the
boost in performance provided by the weighted boolean model (p-wflue: 0.003).
l~’om the ANOVA results, we can (:onclude that our new weighted boolean
model works better than the vector space model in general, but there is not
enough evidence to say that it is particularly helpflfl for cross-language infor-
mation retriewfl. As these results are based on a relatively small sample of 25
queries, it seems reasonable to expect tlmt a larger query sample may verify our
hypothesis, and this represents our most immediate direction of flltm’e research.
The performance of the weighted boolean model in general is quite impressive,
although the short initial topic statements and the la(:k of query expansion bias
the results somewhat in that direction. We also plml to explore our weighted
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Factor df SS MS
wtb 1 0.202 0
clir 1 0.098 0
qry 24 5:172 0
wtb:clir 1 0.033 0
wtb:qry 24 0.450 0
clir:qry 24 0.785 0
wtb:clir:qry 24 0.271 0

(hum) MS(den) F-val Pr(F)
202 0.019 10.77 0.003
098 0.033 3.00 0.096
215
033 0.011 2.89 0.102
019
033
011

Table 3: ANOVA table: df = degrees of fl’eedom, SS = sum of squares, MS =
mean square (nunmrator/denondnator), F-wfl = F statisti(:, Pr(F) = p-value.

boolean model fiu’ther in a monolingu~tl setting.
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